Blood Money

Artist’s Commentary
This piece is made from blood donated by friends and colleagues who are descendants of African slaves. As a "son of the south" I grew up listening to apologists for the Antebellum Era who focused their attention on the Neo-Classical aesthetics rather than upon the central issue of Slavery. The Antebellum South identified with and copied the style of Ancient Greece and Rome because they knew that these cultures were also buttressed with human slavery. Many classical historians exalt the Corinthian Capital as the height of Classicism and Western Civilization.

The intent of this piece is to tarnish all Classical aesthetics, especially the Antebellum South’s, because none of their exalted “beauty” would have existed were it not for the forced labor of enslaved peoples. In the case of the Antebellum South, the production of these top seven slave crops by the African slaves.

Plate 38
_Dramatis Personae, 50% Descendant of Slaves and 50% Descendant of Slave Owners' Blood on Paper, 32” x 36”, 2010_

The title refers to the characters in a drama. In this case, the uncomfortable coexistence of blacks and whites in America caused by their troubled histories and respective mythological underpinnings. Since the picture represents a duality I painted it with equal amounts of blood from a descendant of slaves and from a descendant of slave owners.

A bulging bale of cotton (appropriated from a Confederate $50. bill) sits atop a colonial parchment (one of my family’s plantation land grants). On top of the cotton rests a skep (also appropriated from Confederate currency). The top of it has been removed to stir the nest with two large flowers: the King Protea and the Magnolia Grandiflora, representing the two conflicting races. The King
Plate 39
_Civil Unrest_, African-American Blood Silkscreen on Paper, 20.5” x 23.5”, 2012

The man-made beehive, called a skep, appears repeatedly on Confederate currency. It was originally intended to represent productivity but it has become for me the ultimate symbol of the institution of slavery. It is a man-made environment wherein the workers are not allowed to benefit from the products of their labor.

In this picture the agitated swarm represents the Civil Rights Movement and revolution. During times of social unrest and protests in my youth I remember hearing people say, “Those blacks are stirred-up again down in Montgomery, and a swarm of them took to the state capital.”

Plate 40

The American Civil War was not fought solely over the issue of slavery. In this picture taken from Confederate currency we see the agrarian south and the industrial north. I divided the scene with the Mason-Dixon Line to reveal that there was a division but that the scene remained the same. Many blacks went from being slaves in the fields of the south to being slaves in the factories of the north.
Confederate currency was not the same throughout the south—each state printed their own designs. Images of human slavery frequently appear on the currency, undoubtedly as reminders of why the south was engaged in war.

The slaves are depicted as happily engaged in a variety of forced labors. The designers were apparently proud of what they should have been ashamed of.

A murderous vignette from the Confederate $2.00 bill showing ‘southern liberty striking down the Union’. It is very interesting that the designer chose women for this typically male activity. The predatorial bird does not seem to know which side to be on in this conflict.
Plate 44

One afternoon while studying digital scans of the currency I became emotionally overwhelmed by the idea of blood money. In an effort to escape it I isolated a swirling detail and attempted to enjoy it simply for its formal qualities. Instead, it only made me angrier because I realized that if I were a slave and saw this over-wrought neo-classical decoration—knowing that none of it would exist were it not for the abduction and forced labor of my people—I would be obliged to all manner of subversive activity.

Plate 45

A cacophony of various symbols representing the number ‘five’ taken from Confederate currency. This piece, derived from Charles Demuth’s “I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold”, is also an unconventional portrait of a person. But, the subject of this portrait knows from the shouting bids that his life has a monetary value.

Plate 46

The Jewish statesman Judah P. Benjamin appears on the Confederate $2.00 bill. He held three different appointments within the Confederacy: he was the Attorney General, Secretary of War and Secretary of State. Because the Hebrews were purportedly enslaved in Egypt, Jewish law strictly forbids slave ownership. Benjamin’s support of the Confederate cause is profoundly hypocritical.
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Accolades for Blood Works

“The Blood Works paintings are romantic, heady, creepy cautionary tales about contemporary love and lust. Sherer’s work speaks to the sacrificial dimension of art-making. The process of using blood to create the works alludes to how a lifetime of emotional bloodletting of one’s feelings, relationships and experience in the act of making art can take its own toll.”

—Felicia Feaster
Art Critic

“Sherer continues his use of subversive decorative imagery in his Blood Works series. In using HIV positive and HIV negative blood as a painting medium, but without ever revealing their sources or where they appear in the works, Sherer plays on our curiosity, creating achingly beautiful images of banality, flowers and bunnies, in which illness and health are materially and conceptually embedded.”

—Jesse M. Kahn
Queer Caucus for Art, College Art Association

“Sherer’s work is on the vanguard of where contemporary art is inexorably headed. It is rare for a contemporary artist to have Sherer’s measure of both discipline, which results in virtuosity, and intellectual rigor, which results in the high ideals of conceptual art.”

—Stephen Smith
The Birmingham Free Press
“Sherer is stunningly brilliant at appropriating the styles of neo-classical masters such as Boucher, David, Ingres, Jerome, and Bougereau, which has brought about censorship charges from the religious right who claim that Sherer perverts God’s natural order by placing men in women’s positions. Not unexpectedly, they are completely missing the point. It is astounding that an artist of this caliber should be subjected to criticism, but the infamy, in itself, has provoked a far greater awareness of his work. They are simply, beautiful.”

—Randy Dunbar
Planet Homo

“Robert Sherer’s drawings done with his own blood symbolize a crisis he has contemplated deeply. Though Sherer himself is HIV-negative, such emblems as a dying flower in a Greek vase refer to the AIDS that has cut short the lives of many friends. The exacting style and rust-red color suggest neoclassical art: the concerns are completely contemporary.”

—Jerry Cullum
Atlanta Journal-Constitution

“Sherer’s work has a sometimes funny but generally sorrowing, romantic beauty. One wonders why more artists haven’t naturally turned to blood as ink considering its obvious raw and intimate power.”

—Ellen LeBow
Cape Cod Voice